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Your Astro-Forecast begins on the next page. If the time period for an interpretation is, for
example, given as "July 1, 2003 (June 15, 2003 to July 15, 2003)", then it starts in mid-June,
reaches greatest intensity around July 1, and ends in mid-July. The first date listed is the time
when the influence has reached maximum strength; we can call this date the "peak date". The
influence starts on the beginning date, gradually increases in strength until the peak date is
reached, and then it gradually fades out until the ending date is reached.
An influence may last for as little as a week to as long as half a year or so. It is a good idea
to look ahead in your Astro-Forecast Report for long-lasting influences, as you otherwise may
not realize that it is in effect until you are already several months into the time period of the
influence. Some people underline the dates of long-lasting influences with a colored pen to draw
attention to them.
You may also notice that the same interpretation shows up periodically during the year; this
is not unusual. In some cases the beginning and ending dates of the 2 influences are the same; the
only difference between the 2 interpretations is the peak date. This means that this particular
influence has two peak dates instead of one. It is even possible for there to be three or more peak
dates for the same astrological influence. To eliminate redundant interpretations, you may be
informed that the astrological influence also occurred earlier and that you should refer back to
the previous occurrence of this interpretation.
You may be wondering what the funny abbreviations after the dates are. For example, you
may see "Sat Conj Plu", "Ura Trine Nep", etc. These abbreviations are given for the benefit of
astrologers and they show the astrological factor that is in effect.
We hope you enjoy your Astro-Forecast. For the benefit of astrologers, some technical
details are given below.
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Merc 12th H.

This is a period to observe, reflect, and consider the whole picture, or facets of things that
you normally minimize or ignore. You may be getting messages from your intuition via dreams,
feelings, or strange sensations that you would be wise to attend to. You also want to mull over
and digest the information that comes to you now and are thus disinclined to come up with a
ready answer or quick repartee. Your silence or reticence could be misinterpreted, so make it
clear that you are thinking things through.

May 20, 2018

(May 19, 2018 to June 5, 2018)

Ven 2nd H.

You appreciate fine things and are attracted to beautiful objects and artistry, as well as
anything that enhances your pleasure, comfort, and enjoyment. Making purchases and
investments in luxury items, beautiful property, or other things of lasting value and appeal is
favored now. However you are more inclined to let personal tastes and your love for something
or someone dictate your choices rather than objective considerations, and thus you may pay more
for these things than you might at other times. You are not only interested in acquiring but also
in sharing and sweetly giving. You value love and friendship a great deal now, and you want to
show it.

May 30, 2018

(May 29, 2018 to June 22, 2018)

Sun 1st H.

This is an excellent time to promote yourself, to make your intentions and purposes known,
and to make an impact on your world sheerly by the power of your presence. If you want to be
seen and to make a definite impression, this is the time. You project confidence and selfassuredness, making others take note.

May 31, 2018

3 AM(May 30, 2018 to June 1, 2018)

Merc Trine Merc

Today, expect a free flow of ideas, stimulating conversations, and making the right
connections at the right time. All intellectual activities are favored now, including writing,
speaking, making presentations, getting your ideas across, reading, learning, and conducting
business. You enjoy being a messenger, a conduit for information in some manner or form.
Casual contacts go well.

May 31, 2018

(May 11, 2018 to June 24, 2018)

Ura Qucnx Ven

During this cycle you are attracted to your more quirky or weird friends, or to people who
are very different from you and your usual crowd. Your "normal" friends, partners, or other
loved ones may be unreliable or be sending you mixed messages which leave you feeling
uncertain about where you stand with them. Some sense of instability or flux in relationships
permeates this time period.
Financially, too, this is an unpredictable time. Unexpected influxes or outlays of money, or
a change in the source of your income is likely.
Positive Potentials:
Responding to changes with flexibility and good humor leads to success. Openness to new
people introduces you to styles or ideas that revitalize you or your work.
Negative Potentials:
Erratic behavior of others toward you, or you towards them. Insisting on freedoms which
violate others' sense of safety or well-being.
Remedies and suggestions:
Flow with rather than resist others' needs for change, independence, or doing their own
thing right now. Cultivate your own spirit of independence. Be open to people with very
different ideas and ways from your own.

May 31, 2018

9 AM(May 30, 2018 to June 1, 2018)

Ven Oppos Sun

Your own values or way of expressing love and affection may differ from someone you
encounter now, but because you are willing to please and smooth over differences, all is apt to
turn out well. At the very least, you'll learn something about a friend or lover that helps you
understand them. In fact, your differences may be appealing. As long as egos don't interfere, love
will reign!

June 1, 2018

6 PM(June 1, 2018 to June 2, 2018)

Sun Trine MC

The force is with you, go for your personal best! Father figures or those in a position to help
you further your aims are encouraging and receptive to what you propose. Back up your words
with action, follow through with a solid effort, and expect success. This is an ideal time to
express what you really want, to show some style, and let the world know who you are.

June 3, 2018

12 AM(June 2, 2018 to June 3, 2018)

Merc Trine Sat

This is a good day for quiet thinking and work that entails intellectual or technical skill,
craftsmanship, or careful attention to detail. Wrangling with practical problems and logistics,
finding intelligent solutions and completing tasks and projects are favored. You meet deadlines
on time and enjoy taking care of business. A library or quiet room where you can be alone and
just do your work appeals to you now. This is also a fine time to take an examination, either
written or oral.

June 3, 2018

6 AM(June 3, 2018 to June 4, 2018)

Merc Conj Asc

You initiate contact and take the lead in discussions, meetings, interviews, or classes.
Openly sharing your ideas and information, or being a messenger for some kind of news, is
featured. Mentally sharp and alert, this is a good time to learn or gather information you'll need
later.

June 3, 2018

(June 2, 2018 to June 13, 2018)

Merc 1st H.

Your physical and mental energies are quickened now and you prefer to be mobile and
making contact with the world rather than anchored to one location or task. You're ready to share
your thoughts on a variety of subjects, and you do this well at this time. Making presentations,
negotiating and discussing options, and getting your point of view across in a clear, direct

manner are emphasized.

June 4, 2018

3 AM(June 3, 2018 to June 5, 2018)

Ven Trine Jup

Let the good times roll! A lovely sense of well-being and ease characterizes this time. If
you've been under a lot of pressure lately, you can let up, let go and relax a bit. You feel freed up
emotionally, and freer with your affection and your money as well. Your open-heartedness and
easy attitude draws good things your way - friendship, love, opportunities, and material benefits
alike.

June 4, 2018

5 AM(June 3, 2018 to June 5, 2018)

Merc Trine MC

Clarity, objectivity, and a smooth flow of communication makes this an excellent time to
reach a decision and/or tell others of a decision you've come to. Ideas come flooding in now, too,
and you're able to assimilate all kinds of new information. All learning, teaching, or intellectual
activities are favored.

June 4, 2018

4 PM(June 3, 2018 to June 5, 2018)

Ven Qucnx Mars

Sexual tension or disagreements with people of the opposite gender arise now. You may
want more than the other person is able or willing to give, or one of you may want togetherness
and collaboration while the other prefers to be more independent.
Compromises, adjustments, and working with the differences can bring about a satisfying
balance, but it can be difficult to acquiesce when desires are so compelling. In any case,
encounters with a definite erotic tone are part of the picture. Wear soft shades of pink, rose, or
light green to ease dissonant tendencies.

June 4, 2018

6 PM(June 3, 2018 to June 5, 2018)

Sun Qucnx Sun

Honoring others' personal style, desires, and objectives which not turning away from your
own is a challenge at this time. Significant encounters, while not entirely harmonious, are likely.
You can learn from the personal differences and contrasts presented now, and become cleared
regarding your own path.

June 5, 2018

(June 4, 2018 to June 23, 2018)

Ven 3rd H.

Courteous and friendly relations with neighbors and others in your immediate environment

typify this time cycle. It's a time of peacemaking and forming bridges of good will and
cooperation with people you meet on a daily or casual basis. Sending notes of appreciation and
similar loving gestures lighten the atmosphere. Take time to do little favors, exchange
pleasantries, notice the flowers in your neighbor's garden, and comment on the positive things
you see around you. Focus on humor and lighthearted conversation.

June 5, 2018

12 PM(June 5, 2018 to June 6, 2018)

Merc Qucnx Sun

Opening up lines of communication, actively initiating discussions, and conducting business
over the telephone, by email or through the written word is the theme of the day. You are clear
and factual, and probably more chatty than usual. You may be inundated with phone calls or be
running around a lot as well. It may be hard for you to sit still. A busy day!

June 7, 2018

1 PM(June 7, 2018 to June 8, 2018)

Merc Sqr Jup

Community or world events, long-range trends, or a desire for wider contact with the world
occupies your mind right now. You may feel the urge to make travel plans, to attend a crosscultural event, or simply to move around more. It may be harder for you to sit still for a long
period, or engage in tedious or exacting mental work. You could overlook critical details. Break
up your day with humorous interludes, a long distance phone call, or by emailing your faraway
friends.

June 7, 2018

7 PM(June 7, 2018 to June 8, 2018)

Merc Trine Mars

You speak clearly, directly, and honestly about what you want now, and your lack of
ambiguity is compelling. If you need to convince or persuade another, this is the time to do it.
You are sharp in negotiations, and respond quickly and intelligently, but you may unwittingly
fail to listen, empathize, or receive the other person's side of things.

June 7, 2018

9 PM(June 7, 2018 to June 8, 2018)

Merc Conj Plu

You have exceptional concentration and can focus your mind on solving difficult problems,
unearthing the contacts or the information you need, relentlessly probing until you get to the core
of a matter. You may also have an especially heavy or deep conversation, with issues that have
been buried for sometime coming up for re-examination. Taboo topics, extremely private
information, or things that you'd forgotten enter your awareness.

June 8, 2018

10 AM(June 7, 2018 to June 9, 2018)

Merc Sxtil Moon

Conversations with women, with family, and with people you are especially close to or have
a long history with are going well now. By listening as well as sharing your own experiences and
feelings, you deepen your rapport and connection. Telling stories, reminiscing, and discussing
what is in your soul can be very rewarding. You are likely not only to hear, but to understand.
Personal letter writing or journaling would also be fruitful activities.

June 9, 2018

10 AM(June 9, 2018 to June 10, 2018)

Sun Sqr Jup

You tend to overreach, overextend, and promise or expect too much, in an overly optimistic
assessment of what you can do right now. You see all the possibilities in a positive light,
minimizing the potential obstacles. If you commit to anything now, be certain it's something
you're truly willing to follow through on. Mutually beneficial contacts are fostered, especially
with people at a distance.

June 10, 2018

1 AM(June 9, 2018 to June 11, 2018)

Sun Trine Mars

Courage, confidence, and the will to triumph energize you. You are able to move your
objectives forward and to get a lot done now, without stressing or going into overdrive. Your
positive conviction seems to move obstacles out of your way. You flow around obstructions
rather than confront them, which is apt to be a successful strategy at this time.

June 10, 2018

4 AM(June 9, 2018 to June 11, 2018)

Sun Conj Plu

Deep feelings, desires, fascinations, and compulsions move you now, revealing aspects of
yourself that usually don't show on the surface. You may be extremely single-minded and driven
to do, accomplish, have, or learn about something. Something that has been hidden or lost may
come to light. Try to be aware of what's motivating you today, and refrain from forcing your
agenda onto others.

June 11, 2018

6 AM(June 11, 2018 to June 12, 2018)

Ven Qucnx Ura

Some tension between being independent and being close or intimately involved could arise
now. A need for some personal space or an urge to temporarily disengage and go off on your
own may be part of this, or a friend or partner may express those needs. A last-minute change of
plans, or some other unexpected event, challenges your ability to stay connected; a sudden break
or a quick beginning to a new friendship or romance is equally likely.

June 11, 2018

9 AM(June 11, 2018 to June 12, 2018)

Merc Oppos Ura

Making or hearing comments that provoke controversy, feeling unusually impatient with
others' slowness, impulsive movements or a sudden change of direction can challenge you today.
Beware of acting out of nervous haste or tactlessly blurting something out that you can't take
back. Instead, consciously slow yourself down, breathe deep into your middle, and relax the
tension in your head or jaws - then proceed.

June 11, 2018 11 AM(June 11, 2018 to June 12, 2018)

Sun Sxtil Moon

You enjoy being around both men and women at this time and, in fact, you need to be with
others, especially those you know pretty well and trust. Having a sense of familiarity and
comfort in your surroundings and interactions boosts your confidence. Everyday relationships
are supportive and warm at the moment.

June 13, 2018

5 AM(June 13, 2018 to June 14, 2018)

Merc Qucnx Ven

Your interactions and conversations are on the light side now, with an emphasis on
affection, humor, understanding, and pleasantries. This is not the best time to enter into any
important negotiations, however, because although the tone will be friendly, you are inclined to
be a bit too conciliatory or be swayed by charm. It is a much better time to go shopping!

June 13, 2018

(June 12, 2018 to June 23, 2018)

Merc 2nd H.

Discussions focused on finances and practical affairs are fruitful now. This is a good time to
get a clear picture of what is happening for you on a basic material level, and to be objective
about how you are spending money, your financial goals, and so on. Consulting a professional on
these issues would be useful. Reading articles and books, or having conversations with friends
and acquaintances on money issues in order to gather information, is also favored.

June 14, 2018 12 AM(June 13, 2018 to June 14, 2018)

Merc Qucnx Merc

Intellectual bantering or a difference of opinion may create some friction now, but you can
gain objectivity and another way of seeing something. You may be restless, curious, and in need
of intellectual stimulation, or feel a bit overstimulated and nervous. You don't need caffeine!
Slow down a little, especially in traffic.

June 14, 2018

2 PM(June 13, 2018 to June 15, 2018)

Ven Trine Ven

Cooperation, affection, and sweet feelings color this moment. All friendships and intimate
or personal interactions are highly favored. Certainly you won't want to be alone today, nor need
you be. Any overtures you make will be gladly received. Love is flowing! You may feel a bit
lazy and pleasantly indulgent as well.

June 14, 2018

9 PM(June 14, 2018 to June 15, 2018)

Merc Conj Nep

You may notice that your mind is a bit fuzzy at the moment, or that you just can't
concentrate on practical matters and immediate tasks. Perhaps you need a mental vacation, like
reading a book that captures your imagination, going to see a movie, as simply relaxing your
mental focus and enjoying the magic of the birds singing outside your window. Minor
miscommunications or misunderstandings can arise now. Certainly it is not the best day to
negotiate a business transaction or any other activity that requires sharp, decisive discrimination.
You might miss important pieces, so save such activities for another day.

June 16, 2018 12 AM(June 15, 2018 to June 16, 2018)

Ven Oppos Merc

It's time for a love talk! Any disagreements or problems you encounter can be more easily
worked through now, and you're able to articulate your feelings and wishes in a way others can
hear. You seek closeness through verbal exchange, a meeting of heart and mind. Style is
important to you now as well, and this is a fine time to consult a beauty expert, get a haircut,
choose clothing or make other aesthetic decisions.

June 16, 2018

8 AM(June 10, 2018 to July 13, 2018)

Mars Conj Sat

At this time you are especially sensitive to being thwarted, frustrated, or neglected, and it
may seem as if all your efforts are for naught. Internal conflict and friction, especially old anger
and resentment, can aggravate stress-related problems. The destructive forces inherent in this
moment can be directed toward work in which tearing down, cleaning out, or eliminating
whatever is nonfunctional is the focus. Concentrate on making order or doing hard or
disagreeable tasks, and be patient with yourself and the world. Slow, steady, gentle, and
persistent effort is the key now.

June 17, 2018 12 AM(June 16, 2018 to June 17, 2018)

Merc Qucnx Sat

You tend to see road blocks and obstacles, or come up against skepticism and doubt from
within yourself or from others. Listen to the voice of prudence and caution, and do not attempt to
press forward. Instead, pull back and see the flaws that can be worked on. Focus on repairs,

strengthening weak areas, cleaning up and refining your presentation. Beware of letting negative
voices dampen your spirits, however.

June 18, 2018

4 AM(June 17, 2018 to June 19, 2018)

Sun Oppos Ura

Minor shake-ups, mishaps, or aberrations from your normal routine require you to be on
your toes, or you could feel restless and create a stir yourself. You're less compliant, obedient,
and patient with arbitrary rules. If you can, break your usual patterns in small ways, like dressing
less formally or showing some eccentricity.

June 18, 2018

9 AM(June 17, 2018 to June 19, 2018)

Merc Qucnx MC

Intelligently organizing, planning, or taking care of correspondence would be wise now.
The more uncluttered and systematic you are, the more good ideas, decisions, and directions can
emerge. Speaking with a parent or elder and getting their perspective, or working something
through with them, is also useful now.

June 18, 2018

(June 6, 2018 to Aug 14, 2018)

Jup Sxtil Sun

A sense of flow and ease characterizes this time period. Relationships of all kinds flourish
now, in part due to greater openness and tolerance on your end. If there are areas of your life that
have been difficult, you can begin to resolve them. Ask others to help you, as they are especially
willing to do so.
Positive Potentials:
A favorable time for any business transactions, legal matters, and coming to mutually
satisfying agreements. A very positive response to any public presentation, social gathering or
group effort you undertake. Gifts come from unexpected sources and past generosity is repaid.
An opportunity to travel leading to an expanded network of friends and allies, furthering
educational or professional aims, and/or material benefits. Community involvement brings good
fortune.
Negative Potentials:
Letting opportunities slip by because it's easier to relax and just be.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Circulate, reach out, get back in touch with people you haven't heard from in a while, seek

out others you may have been hesitant to contact previously.
If you have given up on a particular dream or avenue, try once more. (Send that manuscript
out, make that phone call.) Surprisingly positive results can come your way with a bit of effort
on your part.

June 19, 2018

9 PM(June 19, 2018 to June 20, 2018)

Merc Oppos Sun

Opening up lines of communication, actively initiating discussions, and conducting business
over the telephone, by email, or through the written word is the theme of the day. You are clear
and factual, and probably more chatty than usual. You may be inundated with phone calls or be
running around a lot as well. It may be hard for you to sit still. A busy day!

June 21, 2018

6 AM(June 21, 2018 to June 22, 2018)

Ven Oppos Sat

Feeling deprived, excluded, lonely, or distant from the people who love you may occur
now. It could be a cooling off period in a relationship, or a critical moment that tests its strength.
Tending your hurt feelings without indulging in self-pity or one-sided blame is important. You
may also meet obstacles or self-doubt in regard to some creative project you're in the midst of.
Try to work on the flaws or weak aspects of it without considering the whole endeavor a failure.
Take a break!

June 21, 2018

5 PM(June 21, 2018 to June 22, 2018)

Ven Sxtil Asc

A pleasant, affectionate, relaxed, or courteous attitude eases your interactions now, and may
open doors or help lighten troubled situations that you've been working with lately.
You can attract what you want and need, rather than pursue it forcefully or do it all yourself.
This is an excellent time to go out on a date or ask someone for a favor, because you make a
decidedly positive impression at the moment.

June 22, 2018

3 AM(June 13, 2018 to July 10, 2018)

Mars Trine Asc

Your vital energy is flowing strongly and you feel pleasantly ambitious and effective. You
can rally others to action because of your own enthusiasm and can-do attitude, but you're equally
happy acting independently and on your own behalf. Physical, active work or play is favored.

June 22, 2018

6 AM(June 21, 2018 to June 23, 2018)

Sun Qucnx Ven

There may be some stress or lack of flow between you and a loved one or friend. Perhaps
one of you is feeling slighted, neglected, or under-appreciated. It would be wise - and probably
will require very little on your part - to reach out and make a loving offer at this time. Little
snags or bruised feelings should be attended to, so don't allow pride to stand in the way.

June 22, 2018

(June 21, 2018 to July 12, 2018)

Sun 2nd H.

The focus is on finances, getting your money's worth, prioritizing, choosing to spend time
and money on those things you prize most. You also want to be paid what you are worth! Poor
financial moves may catch up with you now, but at least you can get clear on what you need to
do to straighten things out.

June 22, 2018

7 AM(June 21, 2018 to June 23, 2018)

Merc Trine Jup

Your mind is positive and you are thinking in broader terms at the moment. Your intuition
and sense of future trends is keen. Commercial ventures and transactions, communicating to a
wider audience, teaching or learning, and making sound decisions based on seeing the bigger
picture is the focus now. Send and receive inspiring messages.

June 22, 2018

3 PM(June 22, 2018 to June 23, 2018)

Merc Qucnx Mars

You may be challenged to defend your ideas, plans, or methods at this time. Thinking on
your feet and rapid responses will be necessary, and a few hot words may be exchanged.
Certainly you can elect to keep a cool head and avoid unnecessary verbal confrontation, but it
will take some effort now. Wear soothing, cool colors like blue or lavender, and avoid red!

June 22, 2018

(Jan 22, 2018 to Aug 3, 2018)

Plu Qucnx Moon

Something may occur now which triggers an old memory, wound, or unresolved emotional
business, and this may involve family secrets or skeletons that have been in the closet for a very
long time. Something within you, or in your life, wants to come out of hiding, to come into the
light of conscious awareness and recognition. Your closest relationships, especially with women,
are rather intense now. Unsuspected feelings, like jealousy or even deep attraction, will be
coming up. Dealing with these may be difficult unless all parties are willing to "come clean".
You may lose something that you have a rather strong attachment to, something of deep
sentimental value or personal meaning. This is a period of letting go on many levels. You may
find that you feel much lighter and freer, or you release things that do not need to be a part of

your life now.
Positive Potentials:
Emotional cleansing, physical cleansing, fasting, releasing of old toxins.
Negative Potentials:
Getting mired in negative emotion and volatile, emotionally-charged relationships that may
be destructive.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Be willing to see your own part in whatever problems arise.
Listen to your deepest feelings and intuitions regarding other people, and don't override the
warning signals or red flags you may be getting.
Any kind of in-depth emotional healing process can be helpful now, including
psychotherapy, "inner child" work, or past-life therapy.

June 23, 2018

(June 22, 2018 to July 7, 2018)

Merc 3rd H.

You crave communication and mental stimulation during this period, and you're apt to get
plenty of it now, including casual conversation, local "news" and/or gossip, and a variety of
interesting tidbits, ideas, and information. Sorting through it all, and not getting too sidetracked
by random, unrelated data, may challenge you. You're an idea gatherer and a messenger or
conduit for information during this cycle. This is an excellent time to write, as well, especially
articles or letters.

June 23, 2018

(June 22, 2018 to July 18, 2018)

Ven 4th H.

Your home can be a source of great pleasure, comfort, and enjoyment now, and you may
undertake a decorating, landscaping, or beautification project to enhance it. Strenuous work is
not what you want to be doing here, however, because it's ease and delight that you're looking
for. Intimate and happy gatherings with family and close friends are favored and domestic
relationships in general are easier and friendlier. This would be an ideal time for a family
reunion.

June 23, 2018

1 PM(June 23, 2018 to June 24, 2018)

Ven Oppos MC

You enjoy playing the role of hostess or host, displaying your good taste, affection, and
appreciation for the finer things. Lightness, humor, and good times shared is the focus for you
now. Go to the extra trouble to decorate, embellish, bring out your best china, and show people a
good time. Opportunities to come together for a celebration, while not entirely trouble free, will
be beneficial overall.

June 23, 2018 11 PM(June 22, 2018 to June 25, 2018)

Sun Qucnx Merc

You are apt to be busy, moving around a lot, and interacting with people on the go. You
have quite a bit of mental energy and may be restless if you have to be stationary for too long.
Lots of ideas are being batted back and forth. Conflicting views and opinions serve to clarify
your own thinking. Seek compromises on inconsequential matters.

June 25, 2018 10 PM(June 25, 2018 to June 26, 2018)

Sun Conj Nep

Your imagination and inner yearnings are stimulated and you may find yourself drifting
away from the immediate here and now. This isn't the best day to make critical decisions because
you may be seeing your options through a subtle haze of hopeful wishing or idealism. Go to see
a play or an art exhibit or do something purely for the spiritual reward, some random act of
kindness.

June 26, 2018

2 AM(June 25, 2018 to June 27, 2018)

Ven Qucnx Sun

Your own values or way of expressing love and affection may differ from someone you
encounter now, but because you are willing to please and smooth over differences, all is apt to
turn out well. At the very least, you'll learn something about a friend or lover that helps you
understand them. In fact, your differences may be appealing. As long as egos don't interfere, love
will reign!

June 27, 2018

5 AM(June 27, 2018 to June 28, 2018)

Merc Qucnx Ura

Making or hearing comments that provoke controversy, feeling unusually impatient with
others' slowness, impulsive movements or a sudden change of direction can challenge you today.
Beware of acting out of nervous haste or tactlessly blurting something out that you can't take
back. Instead, consciously slow yourself down, breathe deep into your middle, and relax the
tension in your head or jaws - then proceed.

June 29, 2018

6 PM(June 29, 2018 to June 30, 2018)

Merc Trine Ven

Communicating affection and appreciation come easily to you today. You speak personably
and pleasantly now, making even casual interactions sweet. By overlooking superficial
differences and focusing on harmonizing and understanding, you build bridges between yourself
and others or between two parties who have been at odds. This is also a wonderful time to send
flowers, write a love letter, or to discuss matters of aesthetics and personal style. Heavy topics
will wait for another day.

June 29, 2018 11 PM(June 29, 2018 to June 30, 2018)

Ven Qucnx Jup

You may find it hard to stay on task today or to do any unpleasant, demanding work.
Tendencies toward excess extravagance, self-indulgence or laziness are amplified now. On the
plus side, you can enjoy yourself quite a lot, especially around people. You're generous, playful,
good-humored - even lucky!

June 30, 2018

9 AM(June 29, 2018 to July 1, 2018)

Sun Qucnx Sat

You may feel somewhat diminished or discouraged now, perhaps from a rejection or other
disheartening event. In any case, no quick or immediate satisfaction is likely now. It's best to
slow down, conserve your energy, and simply get to work on what needs to be done. Rather than
blame the world for thwarting you, attend to your immediate obligations. Do something to
organize and bring order to your environment or practical affairs. You'll feel better if you can
make some concrete progress, no matter how small.

June 30, 2018 12 PM(June 29, 2018 to July 1, 2018)

Ven Oppos Mars

Sexual tension or disagreements with people of the opposite gender arise now. You may
want more than the other person is able or willing to give, or one of you may want togetherness
and collaboration while the other prefers to be more independent.
Compromises, adjustments, and working with the differences can bring about a satisfying
balance, but it can be difficult to acquiesce when desires are so compelling. In any case,
encounters with a definite erotic tone are part of the picture. Wear soft shades of pink, rose, or
light green to ease dissonant tendencies.

June 30, 2018

2 PM(June 29, 2018 to July 1, 2018)

Ven Sxtil Plu

Powerful romantic and creative energies are flowing now. A friendship intensifies through

deep sharing, or an erotic interlude evolves from a strongly emotional connection. On another
level, you may feel compelled to redesign or remake your wardrobe, surroundings, or a creative
project you're in the midst of, to make it more pleasing, rich, and beautiful.

June 30, 2018

8 PM(June 30, 2018 to July 1, 2018)

Merc Oppos Merc

Intellectual bantering or a difference of opinion may create some friction now, but you can
gain objectivity and another way of seeing something. You may be restless, curious, and in need
of intellectual stimulation, or feel a bit overstimulated and nervous. You don't need caffeine!
Slow down a little, especially in traffic.

July 1, 2018

2 PM(June 13, 2018 to July 10, 2018)

Mars Trine Asc

This astrological influence (Mars Trine Asc) also occurred on June 22, 2018 (peak date). Please
refer to this date.

July 7, 2018

6 AM(June 10, 2018 to July 13, 2018)

Mars Conj Sat

At this time you are especially sensitive to being thwarted, frustrated, or neglected, and it
may seem as if all your efforts are for naught. Internal conflict and friction, especially old anger
and resentment, can aggravate stress-related problems. The destructive forces inherent in this
moment can be directed toward work in which tearing down, cleaning out, or eliminating
whatever is nonfunctional is the focus. Concentrate on making order or doing hard or
disagreeable tasks, and be patient with yourself and the world. Slow, steady, gentle, and
persistent effort is the key now.

July 20, 2018

(June 14, 2018 to Oct 1, 2018)

Ura Sqr Merc

Nervous excitability can lead to impulsive decisions, unanticipated or erratic behavior, and
sudden reversals. You may change your position or opinion many times during this period. You
seem to instantly understand or directly "know" something, but may find it frustrating to try to
explain this in any logical sort of way. Intuitional thinking is heightened.
The pace of your life may quicken as well, leaving you breathless. Everything may seem to
be coming at you very quickly. You'll be exposed to new ideas, concepts, technologies, or ways
of thinking which will challenge you. If you are too attached to your position or rigid in your
thinking, this can be a very unsettling time. However, if you remain open and teachable, many
new insights will flow to you.

Positive Potentials:
Mind-opening and liberating ideas. Clear, fresh ways of perceiving. Increased awareness of
synchronicities and the interconnection of all things. Innovative and creative inventions.

Negative Potentials:
Scattered, restless, nervous energy; moving rapidly from one thing to the next without
digesting or completing anything. Tension, irritable nerves.
Remedies and Suggestions:
Slow down as much as possible. Take mini-breaks to pay attention to your breath, relax, and
center yourself. Focus on a single word, such as "peace", while breathing slow, gentle breaths.
Consider postponing business decisions and contracts, as well as any unnecessary travel.

